Results
Statistics of comparison between the different cohorts are presented in table 1. Velocity-based: Velocity ranges are significantly reduced in HV and patients with structural heart disease, especially in radial and longitudinal direction over all three short-axis slices (see Figure 1 ). SD(TTP) for diastolic, longitudinal velocity is increased in all patients; SD(TTP) for systolic, radial velocity is significantly higher in patients with DCM+LBBB. ACC (longitudinal) is significantly decreased in patient cohorts compared to HV. ACC(radial, average/maximum) separates LBBB from all other cohorts. Strain-based: BARC highlights loss of torsion in patients with DCM and LBBB. TUS, RVS, and RVVPS are able to detect dyssynchrony in LBBB. SD(T, peak) is raised in patients. SD(T, onset) indicates asynchrony in LBBB patients. CV shows significant increase in LBBB vs. all other cohorts. In this study DiffSLpeakCS is not capable to make distinction between HV and patients. Delay(peak, septal-lateral/ inferior-anterior) show characteristic aberrations for STEMI and LBBB compared to HV.
Conclusions
Most distinct results were found in velocity ranges, indicating damaged myocardium, although they featured no particular value for differentiation between LBBB and other patient cohorts. Parameters calculated on the entire cardiac cycle in each slice (velocity and strain: ACC, TUS, RVS, RVVPS) proved capable of detecting ventricular asynchrony due to LBBB 
